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Abstract. Over the last decade we have seen various research on distributed user interfaces (DUIs). We provide an overview of existing DUI
approaches and classify the different solutions based on the granularity
of the distributed UI components, location constraints as well as their
support for the distribution of state. We propose an approach for userdefined cross-device interaction where users can author their customised
user interfaces based on a hypermedia metamodel and the concept of
active components. Furthermore, we discuss the configuration and sharing of customised distributed user interfaces by end users where the focus
is on an authoring rather than programming approach.
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Classification of Distributed User Interfaces

Over the last few decades, distributed user interfaces (DUIs) have gained a lot
of attention [23]. Various terms have been introduced in order to differentiate
between different DUI systems, ranging from multi-device and multi-display interaction to interactive spaces and cross-device interaction. Multi-device applications started to emerge already in the late twentieth century when, for example,
Robertson et al. [26] presented a system that allowed users to interact with a TV
by using a personal digital assistant (PDA) and a stylus. A limitation of this
early system was that the information flow was only possible in one direction
from the PDA to the TV, which prevented a user from capturing information
from the TV to their PDA. Only a year later, Rekimoto [25] introduced the
pick-and-drop technique which allowed users to exchange information in any
direction by picking up an object on one computer screen and dropping it on
another screen by using a digitiser stylus. Since then, research in cross-device interaction has gone a long way and different techniques, interaction possibilities,
frameworks and applications have been developed [10]. In order to pass information across devices, Frosini et al. [12] make use of QR codes. The Deep Shot
system [7] supports information sharing between a smartphone and a computer
screen via the smartphone’s camera. While Deep Shot uses a feature matching algorithm, in the Conductor system Hamilton and Wigdor [13] proposed
another solution which enables the distribution of information across different
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tablets via broadcasting. An alternative way for cross-device communication has
been presented by Rädle et al. [24] with the HuddleLamp system which uses a
lamp with an integrated camera to track hand movements and the position of
any mobile device that has been placed on the table the lamp is standing on.
While HuddleLamp covers a limited area, other systems allow for interactions
across a room [31,16,5,11,18], a network environment [21,15,14,32,13,7,6] or have
no space limitations and can be used anywhere [3,4,20,8,27,2,12,17].
Apart from the ‘space’ dimension, other criteria can be used to highlight the
differences between existing DUI solutions. For example, the granularity of the
distributed components is another interesting criteria. Some systems, such as the
ARIS system [5] where application windows can be moved across devices, only
support the distribution of applications as a whole. Other solutions offer a specific set of components that can be distributed. For example, MultiMasher [15]
supports the distribution of arbitrary elements from any website while Melchior et al. [20] support the distribution of application widgets and arbitrary
pixels on a screen. This also offers the possibility to transfer the state of an application across devices and to have synchronous views of the shared data. The
distribution of user interfaces and user interface components is often performed
via a message passing mechanisms [13,18,1,27,3,4,16,21]. Moreover, certain systems developed their own software infrastructure for the sharing of information
across devices as seen with BEACH in the i-LAND [31] project.
Distributed user interfaces are often built following a client-server architecture, where the server plays a central role in keeping each user interface on
the different devices up to date [7,21,14,15,32,13,6]. However, this approach limits the interaction space of the connected devices since all devices need to be
connected to the server. A solution to overcome this limitation is the use of
peer-to-peer networks without a need for a central server [3,4,20].
While Demeure et al. [9] proposed a reference framework to differentiate
existing DUI approaches based on the four dimensions of computation, communication, coordination and configuration, in Figure 1 we provide our classification
of the discussed approaches based on their constraints in terms of location and
the supported granularity for distributed UI components. On the x-axis we go
from local solutions on the left to solutions without any space limitation on
the right. On the y-axis we differentiate between systems where the entire UI
and data can be shared to approaches that support the sharing of UI elements
at a finer granularity. Note that we further highlight systems that support the
distribution of state by labelling them in a bold blue font.
Some of the previously described systems focus on the portability, others
centre around the collaborative aspect and a third group focusses on making
it easier for designers and developers to create DUI applications. However, almost none of them deals with making the frameworks or applications available
to end users without programming skills. Certain systems like Weave provide
“easy-to-use” scripting languages to build DUIs or to ease the distribution across
different devices. WebSplitter [14] provides users with an XML file which contains the distribution of the UI elements across devices. Going a step further,
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Fig. 1. Classification of DUIs based on location constraints (x-axis) and the supported
granularity of distribution (y-axis)

XDStudio [21] provides a web-based authoring environment for designers who
have only basic web development experience. Finally, Husmann et al. [15] presented MultiMasher, a tool for technical as well as non-technical users. MultiMasher is limited to the distribution of website components and users cannot
distribute their applications and data. These systems make a step into the right
direction but often still represent “closed solutions” where it is up to the developer or designer to define how exactly an end user can interact across devices.
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Proposed Approach

In order to overcome some of the shortcomings of existing distributed user interface approaches described in the previous section, we aim at empowering end
users to create, modify and reconfigure DUIs. This allows end users to combine
multiple interfaces and build their own customised distributed user interfaces in
order to better support their daily activities. A first question that arises in this
context is how to concretely enable end users to define their customised interactions across electronic devices dealing with digital information and services.
Further questions are: “What will end users be able to modify?”, “How much
control will end users have in terms of the granularity of the UI components to
be distributed?”, “Will end users be limited by a specific location, space or office setting?”, “Will end users be able to share their configuration of customised
UIs?” and “Can end users reuse parts of other configurations?”.
In order to allow end users to customise existing user interfaces as well as
to define their own new distributed interfaces, there is a need for end-user authoring tools that enable the specification of cross-device interactions. Note that
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the authoring should not rely on a single method but offer different possibilities
for unifying the different devices forming part of the interaction. We plan to
develop a framework which enables the rapid prototyping of innovative DUIs
by developers but also allow end users to customise existing interfaces or define
their own new distributed user interfaces via a dedicated end-user authoring
tool. However, we would also like to investigate new forms of authoring which go
beyond the graphical definition and composition of DUI interactions based on
programming-by-example. In order to develop such a rapid prototyping framework, we are currently investigating a model and the necessary abstractions for
the end-user definition of cross-device interactions. Thereby, we aim for a solution where digital interface components, tangible UI elements as well as the
triggered application services are treated as modular components. Any programming efforts for new cross-device user interfaces should further be minimised by
turning the development into an authoring rather than a programming activity.
A number of authors presented models for cross-device interactions. For example, Nebeling et al. [22] introduced a model including the user, device, data,
private session and session concepts that are used in their platform. Another
platform model which is more centered around the concrete distribution of UIs
has been introduced by Melchior [19]. In their case, a platform has the three
main component categories of connection, hardware and audio/video. Existing
models are often designed for a specific platform or system introduced by the
authors, focus on the distribution across devices and lack concepts such as the
re-usability of UI components, the different classes of users as well as the sharing of DUI configurations between users. We are currently developing a more
user-centric cross-device interaction model addressing some of these issues.
A promising approach that we are currently investigating for modelling loosely
coupled interaction between user interface components and various forms of
actions is presented in the work of Signer and Norrie [28]. They proposed a
resource-selector-link (RSL) hypermedia metamodel which enables the linking
of arbitrary digital and physical entities via a resource plug-in mechanism. In
our context, resources can be seen as different user interface components which
can be linked together. Since often we do not want to link an entire resource
but only specific parts of a resource, such as parts of a UI in order to control the granularity of the distributed user interface components as discussed
in the previous section. The concept of a selector allows us to address parts of
a specific resource. A detailed description of the RSL hypermedia metamodel
can be found in [28]. An important RSL concept for realising our goal of DUI
state transfer and the execution of third-party application logic is the concept
of so-called active components [30,29]. An active component is a special type of
resource representing a piece of program code that gets executed once a link to
an active component is followed. This has the advantage that one can trigger
some application logic by simply linking the UI, or parts of the UI represented
by resources and selectors, to an active component. More importantly, an active
component does not have to implement the application logic itself but can also
act as a proxy for functionality offered by any third-party application. We fore-
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see that the concept of active components can enable the rapid prototyping of
cross-device applications by simply defining links between the necessary components. We further plan to address a number of other issues such as how to clearly
separate the cross-device interactions from the underlying shared data and application state, different forms of lightweight data exchange between devices as
well as the possibility for configuring interactions in an ad-hoc manner.
In addition to our model for cross-device interaction, we are currently designing an architecture and implementation of a framework which provides the
necessary functionality to communicate between different user interface components and the corresponding application services. In order to facilitate replication
and to enable the synchronisation of UIs and UI components on different devices,
a distributed model-view-controller (dMVC) pattern, which has proven to be efficient by Bardam et al. [3,4], might be used. Another possibility is to follow the
replication-based model of Biehl et al. [6] which captures the application window’s pixel data and reproduces it on other devices. On the implementation level,
we plan to use an event-based system and a publish/subscribe message passing
mechanism as used by other systems [13,18,1,3,4,16,8,27,21,7]. Since we aim for a
portable solution that can be used at any location without prior installation, such
as some of the systems discussed earlier in the previous section [17,12,2,8,27,20],
we consider using JavaScript to support the distribution across devices as seen
in other DUI systems [24,8,27,21,7,15].
While we plan to base our cross-device interaction model on some of the concepts introduced in the RSL metamodel, we also intend to develop a framework
providing the necessary functionality to communicate between different user interface components as well as a mechanism to discover and manage existing user
interface components (e.g. resource/selector plug-ins and active components).
The latter is encapsulated in the Developer Registry component shown in the
general architecture overview of our envisioned framework in Figure 2. The Active Components sub-component stores all active components that have been
implemented by developers while the Resource/Selector Plug-ins sub-component
stores all the resource and selector plug-ins. In addition, it is essential to have
a user interface registration and discovery service where end users can upload
their newly composed interfaces to share them with other users. This functionality is encapsulated in the End User Registry component. The registry service
is used to keep track of the different UI components in a given setting by means
of user profiles. If a user created some new cross-device interactions between
different UI components, they might be interested to make their new DUI configuration available to other users in a similar way as developers do this in the
first place. For this purpose, users can post their own cross-device configurations
to the Configuration Pool. This has the advantage that the interactions can be
adapted and modified by different users over time which might be seen as an
evolutionary development of the corresponding interactions. While in most cases
users will adapt existing solutions based on their individual preferences, it can
of course also be interesting to see whether some general interaction patterns
evolve over time.
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Fig. 2. Architecture for user-defined cross-device interactions

We foresee a synergy between interactions that have been predefined by a
developer and are used as is, the ones that are slightly adapted by end users,
as well as newly defined interactions by end users. Note that we do not plan
to delegate all the interaction definitions to the end user. End users might still
mainly rely on predefined interactions but will have the possibility to adapt
them or add new cross-device interactions if necessary. By providing the end
user the freedom to adapt the interactions, we address the issue that individual
users might have slightly different requirements for certain tasks which makes it
impossible to design interactions which perfectly suit everybody. Furthermore,
the acceptance of specific user interfaces might be increased if end users have
the chance to better integrate them with their existing work practices.
A last point that we want to address, which is related to the idea that users
can share their interaction components, is how to control the granularity of the
shared components. Based on the model that we plan to develop, a user could
only share simple user interface components which trigger a single action via
an active component. However, a user might often want to share more complex
interactions involving multiple devices which can trigger different actions. We
will therefore investigate how our model has to be extended in order to group
multiple components together and share them as a package. Since the RSL metamodel offers the concept of structural links which can be used to group multiple
entities, we plan to initially address this issue by analysing whether and how
structural links could be used for defining more complex cross-device interactions by grouping multiple components.
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Conclusion

We have proposed an approach for user-defined cross-device interaction based on
a hypermedia metamodel where UI components can be linked to different application logic at any level of granularity based on the concept of active components.
We have further introduced an architecture for the sharing of user-defined user
interface components and discussed the authoring of these UIs.
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